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Description Stock #390526 - 2021 Keystone RV Fuzion Toy Hauler 429 model in Great Shape
and Spacious!This 2021 Fuzion by Keystone 429 RV is loaded with several
upgrades and made for vacationing or living comfortably, and the present owners
never felt crowded. The spacious living area makes it easy to entertain guests.
The 50-inch TV and electric fireplace make it a cozy area as well. The living area
also has two sofas with heated seats.One of the nicer features of this RV includes
an extended season package that includes a radiant barrier, heavy-duty insulation,
and a heated and enclosed underbelly. The garage has a fold-down ramp that
becomes a patio area with an awning. This area is separated by insulated glass
patio windows/doors.This RV is also a toy hauler capable of carrying your favorite
toys, plus it includes a closed-loop air system that evacuates any exhaust, so it
does not get into the living area.The kitchen has a Microwave convection oven,
full-size refrigerator, oven, double sink with cutting board cover, and plenty of
areas to prepare a meal for a family.The bedroom and master bath are separate
from the living area. The bedroom has plenty of storage and has a king bed. The
bathroom has a walk-in shower, sink, and porcelain toilet.One of the greatest RV
control systems available, In Command, has a panel inside the door that also
works through your phone. It controls several internal and external systems,
including climate, the generator, and the tires. This system has Global Connect,
which gives you or your dealer access to a service away from your unit.This RV
will make a great vacation RV or home for you and your family.We are looking for
people all over the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a
passion for our product and like the idea of working from home, please visit
Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn more.This listing has now been on the
market a couple months. Please submit any and all offers today!Reason for
selling is buying a house.You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941)
200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs,
we literally sell thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-
7188 and we'll get started selling your RV today.
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Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 390526
VIN Number: rvusa-390526
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 42

Item address 75143, Tool, Texas, United States
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